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Abstract
The bastides of Languedoc form a significant sector of medieval urban history, yet their
descriptions are often clouded by conflicting opinions and anachronistic views. This article aims
to clarify some of the confusion about the word “bastide” through an etymological study and
examination of charters in which the word was first used to designate new towns. The economic
and political contexts preceding the bastide foundations are equally important. The bastides did
not appear in southwestern France as an ex novo phenomenon ; rather, they followed on the
heels of experiments in residential development and in a monetary economy that had been
ongoing for two centuries by the counts of Toulouse.
Keywords
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Introduction
The significance of the bastides of southern France derives from the phenomenon of their
numbers—hundreds were established within a century in a distinct region—and from the fact
that most of them brought new types of benefits to both their inhabitants and their founders during a period of growth and change in western Europe. A general and simplified definition is that
bastides were new towns established between 1250 and 1350 in the Southwest of France containing some common characteristics: fortifications, unique legal privileges, the paréage, a contract
between two parties at the time of foundation or charter, and a gridded layout with a marketplace
at its center.1 There is much more to the story, however, and this article aims to clarify some of
the confusion about the word “bastide” and to show that these towns did not appear in southwestern France as an ex novo phenomenon in the fourteenth century, as one is sometimes led to
believe, but that they followed on the heels of experiments in residential development and in a
monetary economy that had been ongoing for two centuries. Past studies have often been formbased, but here I wish to stress the documentary evidence, which shows us that the early stages
of the phenomenon represented a gradual sea change in relationships between lords and commoners. The economic and political contexts preceding these town foundations are critical to the
story and deserve more attention, as do the etymology and the charters in which the word “bastide” was first used to designate a new town. These written sources show us that the term
“bastide” was quite variable and also that it never appeared in the charters of many of the towns
considered bastides in contemporary texts.
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These above-referenced experiments occurred in the territory controlled by the counts of
Toulouse, beginning in the twelfth century, along the Garonne, Aveyron, and Tarn River corridors.
The development of these settlements was interrupted by the Albigensian Crusade but was
resumed in the 1220s by Count Raymond VII of Toulouse and by his lieutenant Sicard Alaman.
They took the form of new town foundations or the re-definition of existing settlements through
the instruments of charters. Key elements of these charters were the provision for houses and lots
of equal dimensions; the provision for a body of consuls, sometimes elected by town citizens; and
an emphasis on commercial activity signified either by extensive items regulating fees for specific
goods sold at market or by mention of marketplaces. It is also in these charters where we find the
first use of the term “bastide” in reference to a town, rather than to a fortified habitation.
The term “bastide” enjoyed numerous applications and manifestations in medieval Languedoc,
and it has enjoyed as many or more interpretations in subsequent scholarship. French historians
began writing about bastides in the seventeenth century, and although most of them were concerned with depicting bastides as extensions of seigneurial power, some puzzled—
understandably—over the use of the term and its meaning.2 Eighteenth-century historians of
bastides were more concerned with concepts of municipal governance and the grid as an expression of democracy, an idea which maintained its popularity into the twentieth century.3 The 1700s
were also a time when the discovery of medieval documents and the creation of archives resulted
in some remarkable compilations of original sources—the Histoire Générale de Languedoc
being foremost in this regard.4 For the nineteenth century, Baron Haussmann’s words to Napoleon
III were a succinct expression of the larger interest in medieval settlements and architecture as
expressions of national identity: “[The] persistence of a Sovereign to search within the past for
an explanation of the present and for a preparation for the future is the highest expression and the
most striking manifestation of modern tendencies.”5 Nineteenth-century views of bastides were
extensions of those germinated in the eighteenth century, reinforced with floods of archival material to show them as models of order and productive rural life. The “perfection” of the grid
became increasingly important.6 This focus shifted in the early twentieth century when Henri
Lavedan created a typology of form and praised the attributes of bastides with irregular forms,
borrowing from the work of Camillo Sitte, which emphasized the value of the picturesque in
urban layouts.7 The turn of the century was a time when cities were growing rapidly, and the
study of urban design was closely related to theories of application. This is the point at which
bastides entered the lexicon of studies written in English. But to conclude with French historians’
work, in the mid-twentieth century, coinciding with the emphasis of the Annales school on local
and rural history, historians of bastides eschewed generalizations in favor of specific and comprehensive contextual presentations. One of the most notable scholars of bastides in this period was
Charles Higounet.8 His legacy continues in the work of many scholars whose work is key to an
informed view of bastides in the twenty-first century.9
“Now the history of urban form can be used as a design quarry . . .”10: Spiro Kostof wrote this
as part of the “Introduction” to his book The City Shaped in the late-twentieth century, and that
is exactly how bastides became part of the English lexicon in the early years of that same century.
It is probably Thomas Frederick Tout who can be credited with introducing an English-reading
audience on the bastides in his lecture on “Mediaeval Town Planning” in 1917, shortly after the
Housing and Town Planning Act was passed in Great Britain (Figure 1).11 Subsequent works in
English up through the 1990s, whether works of history or theories of application, usually cited
Tout for information about bastides and, after 1967, Beresford.12 Maurice Beresford’s work was
by far the most detailed, using archival material to describe the bastides of the English kings in
England, Wales, and Gascony, and it was he who limited the definition of bastide to towns on the
continent because he found no instance of the word in the English documents.13 Since then, several scholars writing in English have included bastides in their discussion of urban history and/or
form.14
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Figure 1. The cover of T. F. Tout’s “Mediaeval Town Planning,” published by the University of
Manchester Press in 1948.

Still, the fact remains that it is difficult to define the bastides. The English texts understandably rely on French sources, but French studies make it clear that scholars of the native soil
struggle for clarity as well. “The bastide is a symbol, because it has gradually become an abstract
image of a thing that only rarely existed in its entirety.”15 Thus, Florence Pujol introduced his
historiography of the bastides in 1991. Since that time, another factor has begun to contribute to
this abstraction: the role of the bastides in the tourist industry in the Southwest of France.16 There
are now “Circuits of Bastides” publicized for eight French départements, driving tours that
include towns designated by roadside signs as bastides (Figure 2).17 These road signs sometimes
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Figure 2. Publicity for the Circuit des Bastides in the Département of Tarn (photo by author).

contain a simple and powerful graphic that reinforces the association of bastides with a grid layout, one of the four symbolic characteristics described by Pujol. This iconic shape is reflected in
the layout of only about 5 percent of the roughly three hundred towns considered bastides
(Sauveterre-d’Aveyron, Grenade-sur-Garonne, Mirande, and Montpazier are a few of the bestknown examples).18 Yet the grid is probably the most problematic element, as it has been used to
make such contrasting analyses. For some writers the grid served as a sign of a democratic process, but for others it was a symbol of authority and an imprint of power.19 Regardless of interpretation or incidence, the grid remains a compelling form, the focus of at least two sizeable
publications about bastides.20
Other factors contribute to the complexity of the problem of definition. There is the geography. Bastide towns are found spread over an area of fourteen départements in the South of France
(Figure 3), which total about eighty-eight thousand square kilometers or thirty-three thousand
square miles (about the size of the state of Maine in the northeastern United States). The topography of this area includes the alluvial plains on either side of the Garonne River, the gentle rolling, or vallonée, landscape of the lower Tarn valley, the steep slopes of the Pyrenees, and the
limestone buttes and mesas of Quercy and of Périgord. The variety of this topography suggests
equally variable forms for settlements and buildings and for their regional economies.
There are the founders and their political histories. In general, bastide towns were created between
1249 and 1350, during a period of relative peace in the South. The list of founders includes fortyeight French alone: two princes, five kings, four counts and one countess, eleven royal or princely
representatives, seven local lords, and eighteen religious establishments including the Knights
Templars and the Hospitallers.21 In England, four king-dukes and their representatives were involved
in founding or chartering towns as bastides in Gascony between 1259 and 1350.22 Foundation
motives varied considerably. Many bastides were founded for commercial profit—the largest number of foundations coincide with the explosive growth of the wine trade in the late thirteenth and
early fourteenth centuries—but it is also the case that many of those founded after 1270 in Gascony
were established as markers of the territorial tensions between the English and the French. As always,
there are exceptions. Both Montauban and Castelnau-de-Lévis (towns that became bastides by name
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Figure 3. Map of France showing the fourteen départements (shaded) containing bastides described by
contemporary authors.
Source: Map from the website of the 151st Line Infantry Regiment http://www.151ril.com/content/history/culture/6,
accessed October 19, 2015.

years after they were established) are located in the eastern sector of the range of bastide foundations,
but the motives for their foundations were different: Montauban was founded in 1144 to compete
with the commerce of a nearby town located next to a confluence of rivers, whereas Castelnaude-Lévis was founded in 1256 to establish a frontier presence for the count of Toulouse. One littlediscussed means of foundation is by the accumulation of property confiscated from those considered
heretics. Although most often these confiscations were individual pieces of property, there is at least
one instance of an entire village being seized (Salles-sur-l’Hers).23
There are multiple charters of customs. Although the definition of a bastide has often been
linked to the idea of a “new town,” in fact many towns chartered as bastides were existing small
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settlements, and the charters designating them as bastides were sometimes simply confirmations
of earlier charters.24 The largest wave of this re-naming occurred when Alphonse de Poitiers
assumed the role of the count of Toulouse in 1249. Not only did he found new towns as bastides
but he also re-chartered existing towns that wanted the status and benefits found in the bastide
charters.25 Especially in the years 1268-1270, the count was petitioned to re-charter towns as
bastides, for which act he charged a fee or was gifted with land.26
These variables are intimidating and defy attempts to craft a summary definition of bastide.
The name bastide may have been a buzzword conferring status on towns and villages just as the
term “New Urbanism” was used to attract people to newly built suburbs in the 1990s.27 And just
as towns billing themselves as belonging to the New Urbanism movement vary considerably
from the original model (Seaside, Florida) depending on the site and the developer, the bastides
were equally variable expressions of local geography and politics. Yet there are elements that can
form a foundation for definition, and town charters are a good place to look for them.28 It may be
appropriate to limit the definition of “bastide” to the term “bastide charters,” since the use of the
term in a charter leaves us no doubt that some medieval mind identified the town in question as
a bastide, even as that term had variable meanings in its day. Charters take many forms, but the
focus here will be on nine town charters that are associated with Raymond VII and his lieutenant
Sicard Alaman in the first half of the thirteenth century, because it is in these charters where we
find commonalities reflecting the institution of municipal self-control that was a peculiarity associated with counts of Toulouse, the growing reliance on a monetary economy, and a new emphasis on commercial activity—all attributes which will characterize the numerous bastide charters
of subsequent decades. In addition, we will find specifications for equal lot parcel allotments in
these charters, a practice that had its origins in the sauvetés of the eleventh century. These allotments and their associated taxes (or relief therefrom) were often the headliners of the charters,
suggesting their importance as promotional hooks for prospective inhabitants. But before we
examine the roots of this development and the charters themselves, let us look at language.

Etymology and Historical Summary
The medieval Latin word bastida, which is translated to bastide in French as well as English,
was, like many medieval Latin words, an amalgam of a vernacular root and a Latin ending.29 The
Oxford English Dictionary (OED) entry for bastide defines its origin in Old French, an adaptation
of Provencal, and a noun from the feminine past participle of the verb bastir meaning “to build.”
The first definition of the word “bastide” is (1) a. A bastel house or fortlet; b. a temporary hut or
tower erected for besieging purposes; and the second is (2) a country house in southern France.30
The word bastille, whose origin is cited as adopted from French but also late Latin (as bastilia),
is defined as (1) a tower or bastion of a castle, a fortified tower, or a small fortress; (2) spec. in
siege operations, a wooden tower on wheels for the protection of the besieging troops or one of
a series of huts, surrounded by entrenchments, provided for their accommodation; (3) name of
the prison fortress built in Paris in the fourteenth century and destroyed in 1789; (4) by extension,
a prison.31
The derivation for the word bastille from late Latin is obscure, although there are related
words in the etymological family. Both bastaga (or bastagia and basterna) are related to the
containers built to transport baggage or persons, those for persons being “enclosed on all sides,”
much as the later bastille was physically protected on all sides, either by a wooden palisade or by
being situated on a high hill.32 Antoine Furetière (1619-1688) placed the word “bastide” in a family containing bastir and bastille and related to the Latin bastiae, a term he defined as meaning
“towers for defense.”33 The word bastille is found in documents from many parts of France, but
“bastide” seems to be unique to the South. Furetière described it as a synonym for villa or domus
that has been applied to country homes for recreation in Provence as well as to forts. “Forts were
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called bastides, or bastilles. They were also called populationes, from the Latin word populatio
or populates, that is to say the opposite of what one normally understands of them.”34 This is
because the word populatio in Latin refers to “a laying waste, ravaging, plundering, spoiling, or
devastation,” as does the word populates, although the word populus refers to people, as well as
to regions and districts.35 This contradiction might be explained by the developmental idea from
Roman use that land must be cleared—akin to the activity of “laying waste”—before it is built
on.36 Other words that were often used synonymously with bastide include castrum, stare (medieval Latin for “residence”), and turris, the Latin word for tower, although villa was still one of
the most frequently used synonyms.37 Carcassonne was described as a villa in the seventeenth
century even though the word bastida is present in its medieval documents. The word villa seems
to have been a popular choice simply because of its ubiquity and familiarity.38 Recently, scholars
have worked to clean up this etymological confusion, and discussions about bastides are cradled
within a larger context that includes many other terms, such as ager, burgus, castrum, diocesis,
episcopatus, pagus, parochia, saltus, suburbium, terra, vicaria, and villa.39 This awareness of
such a multiplicity of terms helps us to avoid the tendency to generalize settlement patterns.
To return to the term “bastide,” its earliest use seems to occur in the late twelfth century in the
Southeast. Its use then spread to the West, and its meaning shifted during the thirteenth century
to approximate the contemporary concept of a new town or settlement. The earliest use of the
word was associated with defense, and dictionary and encyclopedia entries have overwhelmingly
favored defensive associations with the word, which is probably why so many scholars have
assumed that bastide towns were fortified. One of the earliest uses of the term is found in a document of 1180 from the region near the Italian border, which mentions a bastide at the edge of the
“Pogliola torrent.”40 This bastide was probably a single structure, as were most of the bastides in
Provence and to the North of Provence.41 But bastides were not always single defensive structures. They could also be agricultural complexes or villages that had developed over time.42
Some evidence for this mix is found in the inventory made for Charles of Anjou in 1252 and 1278
of his newly acquired property in Provence, which listed a tiny number of bastides—fourteen—
out of more than three hundred castra. These bastides were usually described as a bastide or a
castrum; for example, In castro Archaudi seu bastida (Entry 514). Whether castra or bastides,
these settlements could be either an isolated building or a small village.43 In Provence, these
bastides remained isolated structures or small pre-existing towns, and during the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries the nomenclature shifted to reflect residential use alone. Turris sive bastida
became domus sive bastida or mayson sive bastida with both domus and mayson signifying a
singular structure. By the eighteenth century, many of these isolated sites had been turned into
recreational farmsteads and were so popular that in September of 1737, the Bishop of Marseille
wrote to his bailiff to complain that progress on administrative matters had halted because all the
businessmen of the town were amusing themselves at their bastides.44
In the West, the word “bastide” meant a defensive site as well, being synonymous with munitiones or forcias in texts in the early thirteenth century. In a Carcassonne register from 1204,
license was given to build bastides for fortification purposes (Licentiam damus ut in locis idoneis
quos elegeritis infra terminum praedicti pignoris, possitis novas Bastidas sive munitiones
aedificare.)45 In 1211, again at Carcassonne, Raymond Trencavel surrendered all his rights—in
the “cities and suburbs, in the castra and villages, in the forts and bastides, etc.”—to Simon de
Montfort . . . omnibus aliis locis, videlicet in civitatibus & burgis, in castris & villis, in forciis &
bastidis, in hominibus & feminis, in fermantiis & justiciis . . .46 Here, forciis and bastidis can be
understood as synonymous, and similar to the word munitiones, used in a defensive context.47 In
1222, the chronicler Guillaume de Puylaurens described the capture of a bastide belonging to
Doat Alaman (bastitam Deodati Alamani et munitionem qui ibi erat).48
In 1222 also, Raymond VII founded the castrum of Cordes, and this castrum was later called
“the first bastide” by Odon de Saint-Blanquat for reasons that are still unclear.49 Perhaps it was
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Figure 4. Cadastral plan of Lisle-sur-Tarn.

the drama and beauty of the town and site that contributed to Saint-Blanquat’s election of Cordes,
along with its commercial success and the unusual size of its market halle built in 1273. This
castrum, the archival documents of which have never seen the term “bastide” grace their parchment pages, is a good example of the confusion surrounding the definition of bastides.50 Cordes
retained its status until about 2002, after which time it was reclassified as the castrum it is by the
Centre d’Etude des Bastides.51 The first bastide is now considered to be Lisle-sur-Tarn, also supposedly founded by Raymond VII shortly after signing the Treaty of Paris in 1229.52 Unfortunately
no charters for this town have yet been found dating before 1462, and the status of Lisle-sur-Tarn
as the first bastide is equally dubious as that of Cordes, as its fifteenth-century charter does not
list it as such nor do other medieval documents.53 The form of the town, however, suits the archetype of the bastide quite well: it has a large, square central marketplace from which a rough grid
is generated (Figure 4). The marketplace is notable in that it has almost exactly the same dimensions as that of Montauban, a villam (town) founded by Raymond’s ancestor Alphonse-Jourdain
in 1144.
Let us abandon the search for the first bastide as a new town and admit that the chimera does
not exist! However, we can safely say that the word in this context—that of a new town—does
appear in charters of the 1240s, and the concept was at least in one case associated with the idea
of generating revenue.54 The earliest link between the word bastida and new town foundation
seems to occur in two of the charters—those of Bouloc and Montastruc, both issued in 1242 by
Sicard Alaman. These references, however important, are subtle, and it won’t be until after 1249
when Alphonse de Poitiers became the titular count of Toulouse that the word bastida is found in
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new formulas throughout the West, for example, as a bastida seu munitiones or as a bastida seu
populationes.55
Alphonse de Poitiers (1220-1271) is a key figure in the history of bastide charters. He was the
brother of King Louis IX and the titular count of Toulouse from 1249—the year that Raymond
VII died—until the year of his own death.56 After the death of Raymond VII, one of the main
ways in which Alphonse established his authority in the South was through town foundation and
the issuance of charters. Happily, we have extensive records of his correspondence with his seneschals and others who acted in his absence (he visited Toulouse on only one occasion), and thus,
we can read about his bastides, notably as the foundations of his officers starting in the year
1255.57 These acts include not only new foundations but also the issuance of new charters for
existing towns and acts of merger. They also include issues related to tiny settlements called
bastides that would not satisfy anyone’s definition of a market town.58 The other helpful document we have for lists of bastides is the Saisimentum, a compilation of acts and lists made shortly
after Alphonse’s death, which includes an inventory of the towns under his control, listing them
by type (common examples are villa, castrum, and bastida).59
In these references to the bastides of Alphonse, the word munitiones, which disappeared after
his death, is misleading. It was probably a holdover from earlier usage, because very few towns
were concerned about active fortifications in the second half of the thirteenth century.60 However,
many charters required townspeople to either build walls and gates or to be taxed for them, and
because these building projects were so expensive, very few new town foundations in the first
three-quarters of the thirteenth century had walls.61 In fact, simply by constructing contingent
houses at the perimeter of the town in such a way so that their most private walls faced outward
an effective barrier was formed. Gates, however, were more frequently built because they served
as a means of defining jurisdictional boundaries and checkpoints for tax and fee collection, and
not the least, they were important symbols of power. Town gates are probably the most frequent
image found on consular seals of this period.62 All of this changed after 1279 where tensions in
certain areas leading to the Hundred Years War put a new set of priorities in place.
The number of bastide foundations increased significantly in the latter years of the thirteenth
century and the first half of the fourteenth century. In France, both Philip III (1270-1285) and
Philip IV (1285-1314) founded several, and the English kings began their foundations shortly
after the deaths of Alphonse de Poitiers and his wife Jeanne (they died within three days of one
another in Sicily on their way back from Crusade in 1271). This event triggered the transfer of
the Agenais lands, which had been part of Jeanne’s mother’s dowry and were to return to the
English kings if Jeanne died childless (Jeanne’s mother was Eleanor of Aquitaine). In 1279, an
agreement was finally reached, and King Edward I of England began his program of town plantation, which was continued by both Edward II and Edward III, up until the year 1348.63 These
bastides of Gascony have attracted the bulk of the scholarship over the years—understandably,
because there is so much textual evidence for them, and they are quite consistent in form, although
they represent not more than 30 percent of the total number of bastides.64

The Roots of the Phenomenon
The development of urban growth and new towns was a widespread phenomenon throughout
western Europe beginning in the twelfth century and has been well-documented by authors who
include a discussion of the French bastides. This section seeks the roots for the development of
bastides in the land governed by the counts of Toulouse through the geography and through the
political and economic contexts that preceded their establishment. If we accept that the earliest
instances of the term bastida as a concept related to new town development occurred in charters
written by Sicard Alaman in the thirteenth century, it is logical to look to the territory in which he
operated for clues to the reasons for the use of this concept and as a point of comparison with
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what went before. In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the territories extending from north
Toulouse to the juncture of the Garonne and Aveyron Rivers and East along the Tarn River corridor became fertile ground for the creation of new types of settlements that could take advantage
of the increase in wine trade and river traffic. The model of settlements based on a military or
religious center, a castle or an abbey, gave way to one in which the center of town was a void—
the marketplace—where all sorts of goods might be exchanged. This void was surrounded by
streets ideally laid out to encourage easy access for the hundreds of carts that trundled their way
to market each week. For those living in these towns, exigencies of service and payment in nature
were replaced by monetary relationships to lords, a relationship ostensibly secured by the written
record in the charters.
This shift was not necessarily an abrupt one in this region. Some of its components had their
foundations in the geography of the South, in the laws and land-holding patterns established
under Roman rule, and in the laissez-faire policy of the counts of Toulouse. The geography suited
the growth of a strong commercial sector from an early date, long before the counts ruled the
land. The thoroughfare of the Garonne River was a natural link between the lively trade of the
Mediterranean Basin and the Atlantic seaboard and the British Isles. Save for a brief land portage,
goods moved easily from one area to the other along this commodious river. The many opportunities to buy and sell goods resulted in a large merchant class and many local markets trading
regional goods as well as luxury items from far away.
The people of Languedoc were also landowners. From the fourth century, this area was marked
by a great number of free-holding proprietors as a result of the persistence of Roman law, a legal
system that enabled all children to inherit property. This pattern continued until the early twelfth
century, when a good percentage of land began to pass into fief holdings.65 There was a flood of
freemen “borrowing on their home equity” for several decades, so the opportunities to own land
again as inhabitants in newly founded or chartered towns after the disruption of the Crusade must
have been very welcome. Roman law also allowed women to inherit and alienate property, and
this is perhaps why women have a constant presence in the charters. In almost all of them,
whether in Latin or in Occitan, the salutations are addressed to both men and women (hominibus
et mulieribus or totz hom et tota femna, for example). The items concerning alienation and inheritance repeat this formula, as do most other items in the charters.
A critical part of these new charters is a self-governing instrument: the provision of a body of
consuls elected by town citizens. With respect to towns chartered by the counts of Toulouse, this
aspect of urban life was precipitated in the late eleventh century when Count Raymond IV left
Toulouse for his castle at Beaucaire in preparation for the First Crusade. The count had always
spent more time at his eastern castle than in Toulouse, and finally, the “goodmen,” or consuls, of
Toulouse began to govern municipal affairs there. When Raymond’s son Alphonse-Jourdain
became count in 1114 he was forced to concede much power to these consuls. In 1152, when
Raymond V took power, he too was forced to confirm regulations proposed by the Common
Council (commune consilium) of the ville (the city) and of the faubourg (the bourg) of Toulouse.66
An important shift had occurred, both in power structure and in physical identity. This reversal of
power provided a model that became the norm for many newly drafted town charters beginning
in the early thirteenth century. Towns became quite attached to this privilege and defended it
vigorously. After 1249, Alphonse of Poitiers tried on several occasions to strike this privilege and
appoint his own representatives as consuls, but he was generally unsuccessful.67
Charters began increasingly to include provisions for equal lot allocations, a sort of “kit of
parts” for new inhabitants to help them start their new lives. This privilege had a precedent in the
written documentation related to the sauvetés of the eleventh century. The sauvetés, or salvetats,
were settlements established by religious houses on their land at first as a response to the depredations by the milites (soldiers or men employed as fighters) and later with the goal of putting
land into production.68 The land used for these developments had often been donated by
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individuals or families in return for religious indulgences.69 Sauvetés have been considered the
ancestors of later bastides because they were settlements established on cleared land with provisions for equal lot divisions, although usually they did not include provisions for markets or
commercial activity.70 The special character of sauvetés is also highlighted by the practice of
marking their boundaries with crosses at the corners of the property as a sign that intruders risked
excommunication from the Church as punishment for trespass.71 The Cistercians and the military
orders played an important role in establishing these types of settlements, and many of the early
twelfth-century Cistercian granges became bastides in the late thirteenth century.72

Town Foundation under the Counts of Toulouse
In 1144, Montauban was chartered as a new villam sive burgum (town or burg) by the count of
Toulouse, Alphonse-Jourdain. The story of its foundation is high drama starring the Abbot Albert
II of Saint-Théodard and the count. Both were celebrated transgressors of the law. The abbot has
been criticized for heavy taxation and for his exploitation of women, and the count had been
excommunicated first in 1122 and then in 1141. The abbot controlled the town of Montauriol on
a plateau above the confluence of two important tributaries of the Garonne: the Tarn and the
Aveyron. This position guaranteed considerable financial profit to whoever controlled the passage of river traffic through this area. On October 6, 1144, Alphonse-Jourdain went to Montauriol
with his son Raymond ostensibly to make a pious donation to the Abbot of land situated at this
confluence.73 Three days later, in Toulouse, the count wrote a charter establishing his own town
of Montauban at the same place—and his charter promised to new inhabitants what has been
called a “fiscal paradise” by some.74 It was said that the vassals of Saint-Théodard abandoned the
town of Montauriol in one night to move to the adjoining land chartered by the count.75
There were three elements in Montauban (Figure 5) that would justify its description as a “fiscal paradise” and that formed a template for future charters used by the counts. First, there was
the marketplace, which was mentioned in Item 10 of the charter in relationship to taxes owed to
the count by shoemakers and leather workers (omnes sutores sive afactatores extranei vel privati,
qui ad mercatum prefati loci venerint).76 At four thousand square meters, it was the largest marketplace for a town of this size yet established. It was configured as a rough square and located
on the highest point of the town site. Given the formal significance of this space and the fact that
twelve of the twenty-seven charter items were related to commerce, it is reasonable to think that
revenue from trade was uppermost in the count’s plan for his new town. The second element was
the common house (casali) size offered to inhabitants, which suggests a theoretically level playing field, at least at the beginning. This specification is the first item of the 1144 charter and is
linked to the taxes people will pay for this privilege. “For each casal of 6 estadios of width and
12 estadios of length (about 20 by 40 feet), the count shall collect 12 deniers (pennies) up front
and 12 deniers tax each year.”77 The third element was an additional concession made by the
count allowing all inhabitants, without exception, the right to take wood from his forest and to
hunt there. All of these elements, the prominence of the marketplace, the charter, and the rights
to forest lumber (the hunting rights were unusual), were important aspects of urban development
in this area, and Montauban was only the most prominent and successful of several new towns
founded as commercial ventures around this time in the same area (Figure 6).78 As at Montauban,
many of them have straight streets connected to a central marketplace, although they may not
have a grid plan. And like Montauban, none were called bastides at the time of their foundation,
and none were listed as such in the Saisimentum.79
This first wave of town foundation in the counts’ territory occurred in the latter half of the
twelfth century, during a time when political tensions related to the growth of heresy were escalating between the counts of Toulouse on one hand and the Church and the French monarchy on
the other hand. The resulting Albigensian Crusade (1209-1218) was sufficiently disruptive to halt
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Figure 5. “Plan de la ville de Montauban au commencement du XIIème siècle” by Devals aîné: Histoire de
Montauban. (Plan for the town of Montauban at the beginning of the twelfth century)
Source: Montauban: Imprimerie de Forestié Neveu et Compagnie, 1855.

town development for a time, but in 1222, almost immediately after his father’s death, Raymond
VII picked up where his great grandfather had left off and founded a truly “new” town, the castrum of Cordes (Figure 7). The charter of this castrum at the northern border of the counts’ territory echoes the trend of commercial development begun by Alphonse-Jourdain, but the site and
fortifications express the count’s intention to resist the ongoing military pressures of the French
king. Cordes is a unique example of town foundation because of its paradoxical nature as both a
remarkable defensive site and as a commercial success.80 Its foundation was followed with a
hiatus because Raymond VII was pre-occupied with other matters. From 1218 to 1229, tensions
between the count and the king were high, and it was not until after signing the Treaty of Paris in
1229 that the count once again turned his attention to town charters.81 In fact, Item 27 of the
treaty shows us that the count was expected to continue his practice of town foundation. It notes
that the count is allowed to build new towns as long as they are not fortified (Villas tamen non
inforciatas bene poterimus facere in terra, que dimittitur nobis, si voluerimus).82

Nine Charters and Their Significance
The nine towns discussed below (Figure 8) represent a small selection of a study that deserves
much more work.83 Although Histoire générale de Languedoc notes that Raymond VII founded
several new towns in the dioceses of Agen, Rodez, and Toulouse and Saint-Blanquat lists
twenty-six, it seems that so far only three existing charters are clearly linked to the count, and
only one of those concerns a new town foundation: that of Cordes.84 The three charters
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Figure 6. Map of the market towns established in the eleventh century North of Montauban.

Source: By author from list established by Florent Hautefeuille (Hautefeuille, Florent. “La fondation de villes neuves dans
le Sud Ouest de la France au XIIe siècle: du bourg central au bourg ‘mercadier’.” Revue de l’Agenais 131, no. 1 (2004).

Figure 7. Cordes seen from the Southeast (photo by author).
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Figure 8. Map of the nine towns chartered by Raymond VII and by Sicard or Fine Alaman, by author.
Note: (1) Cordes, (2) Buzet, (3) Lauzerte, (4) Verlhac-Tescou, (5) Villebrumier, (6) Bouloc, (7) Montastruc, (8)
Castlenau-de-Lévis, (9) Puybegon.

discussed here, which were issued by Raymond VII, include those of Cordes, Buzet, and
Lauzerte.85 In addition, Saint-Blanquat includes two towns in his list of foundations by the
count for which we have charters, but for which the dates—and the studies by Vacquié—make
it seem impossible that the count was involved: these are Verlhac-Tescou and Villebrumier.86
These two town charters are included here, however, because they contain formulae or information similar to the others and are therefore useful for comparison, or because they were
chartered by Raymond V, the grandfather of Raymond VII. In addition, four other towns are
discussed, which were founded by the lieutenant of the count, Sicard Alaman, or by his mother
Fine. These are: Bouloc, Montastruc, Castlenau-de-Lévis, and Puybegon.87 Brief as it is, this
list offers a useful glimpse into concepts of town structure in the count’s territory in the years
following the Albigensian Crusade and before the 1250s when Alphonse de Poitiers began his
issuance of bastide charters in earnest.88
None of these nine towns were called bastides in their original charters; however, all are listed
as such in one of the most recent definitive texts: that of Lauret et al. (Bastides: Villes Nouvelles
du Moyen Age).89 In the Saisimentum of Alphonse de Poitiers, about half are listed as bastides in
the lists of castra et ville within the districts or baileys controlled by the “chief town,” or cheflieu. Those listed as bastides include Bouloc, Montastruc, Verlhac-Tescou, and Villebrumier. The
inventories of the Saisimentum are provocative, because they list several places called bastides
within these baileys with notes explaining that these places were founded by Raymond VII, yet
the evidence for that is usually an act or complaint not a charter.90 However, there is evidence in
the charters for Bouloc and Montastruc that for Sicard Alaman at least the word bastida denoted
a new town.
These towns are the among the first to continue the trend of market town establishment begun
along the Garonne River corridor a century earlier, and their charters contained elements that
were not found in those earlier towns and that began to define a new way of life for town inhabitants. They are similar to earlier charters in some ways; most of them express a commitment to
commerce on the part of the founder through their detailed lists of goods and taxes and, in some
cases, mention of a marketplace. Also, as at Montauban, they all offer inhabitants equally sized
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houses or plots of land and establish a relationship based on money instead of service. What is
new and significant is that they all provide for or suggest self-government through the presence
of consuls who are often elected officials and that most substitute monetary terms for the previous terms of service to lords.
There are a couple of issues to note regarding the equal property allotments. One is that
although it is tempting to associate equally sized allotments with new foundations and also with
grid forms, evidence makes it clear that in some cases, the new lots were located in existing
towns and that in others, if a grid ever existed, it has been obliterated over the centuries through
property sales and exchanges. Whether new or existing, very few of the towns in this region have
grid forms, and there are several reasons for this. One is that medieval dimensions were notoriously fluid, and even as lots and land parcels were described as having certain dimensions on a
side, this did not necessarily translate into an orthogonal shape. Another reason for irregular lots
is that these charters were often describing communities that had already been established so that
existing land ownership patterns would have impinged on newly developed parts of town, at least
on one contingent side. The charter of Buzet is one example, as the boundaries of town in the
“founding” charter are described in relationship to existing boundaries, many of which were
natural features such as rocks, trees, or waterways. Much of the area in which Raymond VII and
Alaman were developing their towns had been already exploited, whereas those towns established by Edward I in Aquitaine, for example, were placed in areas that were not so well
developed.91 Finally, although it may have been ideal for the notaries of the count and his lieutenant to collect taxes in a tidy manner from a given number of equally sized properties, in reality
people quickly bought and sold property and their property boundaries shifted accordingly. This
process was facilitated by the Roman laws of inheritance that were still in use in this area; several
children could inherit a percentage of a single building or piece of property.92 The growing numbers of notaries and recorded acts related to property exchanges in the mid-thirteenth century also
support the idea that property boundaries were in flux.
The other important issue related to property allotments is that each town adhered to a system
of local measure. A medieval sétérée in Cordes measured 63.98 ares (1.58 acres) whereas one in
Castelnau-de-Lévis—just fourteen miles away—measured 52.35 ares (1.29 acres).93 We find the
reinforcement of distinction in the charters, where the terms are somewhat variable. At Buzet,
using Latin for the charter, Raymond VII measured the houses in bracchia and the land with the
terms pugneratam, quartenatam, and sexteriatam.94 His contemporary Sicard Alaman, using
Occitan for the charter of Castelnau-de-Lévis, measured his houses (or house lots) in canna and
the property in quartairada and eminada. In general, houses’ dimensions averaged twenty by
forty feet in size, or eight hundred square feet, and people received up to four acres for growing
a garden and for planting vines and crops.
The towns with charters from Raymond VII are found North of the Tarn River in the area
considered his frontier. Cordes (1222) was the first and probably the only truly new town that the
count founded. Its charter is very brief, containing only fourteen items (Figure 9). This charter
does not mention house or lot measurements, but there is the unusual offer of complete tax relief
for one year for new inhabitants.95 The charter also notes that “goodmen” (proborum virorum)
will value property.96 Growth is assumed (suburbs are mentioned in Item 2), and commerce is
addressed in four items, the most specific being Item 12, which specifies the tax for market
stalls.97 There is little question that the count issued the charter for Cordes in 1222 and that of
Buzet in 1241, as both charters begin with his salutation. Both are in Latin, and in both, the towns
are referred to as a castrum.98 Each would have had special significance for the count. Cordes
would have been important as his first new town foundation, and he was undoubtedly proud of
his choice of site and plans for the fortifications. Although Buzet before 1241 was just a small
settlement on the Tarn River, it was the site of an important castle where the counts kept their
treasure.99
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Figure 9. 1222 Foundation charter of Cordes (69EDt AA2).
Source: Courtesy of the Archives départementales du Tarn.

Buzet was a town that came into existence as a castrum between the years of 1237 and 1241,
as Raymond VII gradually bought up property on either side of the Tarn River (Figure 10).100 In
1241, Raymond VII chartered Buzet as castri nostri (our castrum) with a list of forty-three items.
The charter is in Latin, and it is one of the most informative acts we have from the count with
respect to his town foundations. It is a relatively long and detailed charter, perhaps reflecting the
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Figure 10. Cadastral plan of Buzet.

importance of the site as a treasury for the counts. The first ten items of the charter are about
property, taxes, and land use. House (domum) sizes (Item No. 2) are specified rather than lot
sizes: four brachiarum in width and six in length (about twenty-five by thirty-eight feet in size).
However, inhabitants already owning smaller or larger homes could keep them and pay
accordingly—this charter item suggests that there was an existing settlement of some kind.
Anyone living outside the town boundaries, whether in villa seu in boria, would pay less for their
property: three denari (pennies) instead of six. New inhabitants would receive one pugneratam
in local measure (or quarter acre) for one penny, and one quartenatam of land (one-third to half
acre) for growing vines for three pennies—but everyone could have one sexteriatum (one-sixth
of an arpent or about 8,920 square feet) for free. Market activity is expected. There is the usual
description of fees and penalties regarding goods sold at market, and Item 38 stipulates that the
weekly market will be held on Wednesday qualibit, or “where you will.” Both the terms consules
(consuls) and probis hominibus (goodmen) are found in nine items in the charter with respect to
resolving issues of justice and of recording property ownership.101 There is no description of the
election process; it may be that the settlement had already been operating with a consular body
when the count wrote this charter.
Lauzerte, called lo castel di Lauzerta, was a hilltop site like Cordes to the Northwest of the
count’s territory, in Quercy, at the intersection of ancient Roman roads which came from Moissac
and led to Cahors and Agen (Figure 11). Raymond VII confirmed its late twelfth-century charter
in 1241. The charter of Lauzerte is of interest because it merges the model of the sauvetés with
that of Montauban insofar as it includes specifications for house sizes. It is written in Occitan and
is thought to have been issued by Count Raymond V after the land was given to him by Arnaud
Gausbert de Castanher and his son so that the count might build a castle and two hundred houses.
These houses (maios) were three by six brassas in size, or about six by twelve meters (about
twenty by forty feet).102 Looking at a contemporary cadastral map, it can be seen that several lots
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Figure 11. Cadastral plan of Lauzerte.

of this size still exist, although it is hard to believe that two hundred units would fit on this hilltop
site in the area available for development. However, it was not uncommon for charter language
to reflect the ambitions of its creators for town growth.103 Consuls, or proshomes, are mentioned
several times—in twenty-three items—primarily in relationship to justice but also as having the
final word if there are any complaints about the bailiff. Commercial activity is well-represented;
about one-third of the items are related to market activity, and the market day is set for Thursdays.
Verlhac-Tescou and Villebrumier were small towns just seven kilometers apart in the northwest sector of the count’s territory (Tarn-et-Garonne). Both were inventoried as bastides in the
Saisimentum of 1271, although they are vilas in their charters.104 Their attributions in inventories
of bastides are confusing; either one or the other will be missing, or Raymond VII is listed as the
founder of one or both.105 The dates of their charters would make his presence or confirmation
impossible, however. According to De Vacquié, the original charter for Verlhac-Tescou was
issued in 1144 in Latin, confirmed in 1306 by the count of Périgord, and then confirmed in
Toulouse in 1473 by monsur Peyre del Bosquet for the King of France, at which time all the
charters were translated into Occitan.106 The first charter, if the date of 1144 is correct, was written the same year as that for Montauban, which was issued in October. It is likely that it was
issued by Alphonse-Jourdain’s son, because in the opening item, Raymond the Count of Toulouse
gives a place called Verlhac for the building of a borc o vila o castel: Ramon per gracia de Dieu
conte de Tolosa duc de Narbona e marques de Provenza donec un loc appelat Verlhac ad obra de
bastir e edificar un borc o vila o castel.107 Raymond would not have officially been count until
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1148, the year of his father’s death, at which time he became Raymond V, but it is possible that
he was allowed to call himself count for the issuance of this charter. Regardless, the charter suggests that it was modeled closely on that of Montauban; the houses (hostal o casal) are exactly
the same dimension and taxed the same amount (six stades wide by twelve deep for twelve
diniers per year), and at both places, inhabitants were required to build a bridge for the count.108
In both charters, many items relate to the taxation of commerce, and for Verlhac, the market day
is set for Mondays. A subtle but important difference between the two, however, is the role of
consuls, who become slightly more important in the charter for Verlhac. Whereas in Montauban’s
charter they only appear once, as consulting with the count over the maintenance of the bridge,
at Verlhac, they are also able to approve the alienation of property in the absence of the count.
Things have changed significantly by 1306, because in that confirmation, there is a new item that
describes the election of consuls and their duties, which have expanded considerably to reflect
the pattern we find in the other charters among this group.109
The charter for the vila of Villebrumier is dated 1268 and was issued by Pierre of Lombaresse,
the lord of Villebrumier, who rendered homage to Alphonse de Poitiers in 1255.110 Its formal
salutation is in Latin but the body of the charter is in Occitan. Three consuls were present at the
signing, so it seems the vila was pre-existing. Out of eighty-four items, the consuls were mentioned in only five. De Lombaresse is distinctly present as the seignor and as the highest authority
in town.111 The interest of this charter lies in the specifications of property allotments and in the
priority given to house lots over space for the marketplace. It also confirms evidence that whereas
charters before 1200 seem to restrict their allocations to house dimensions, those after 1240 all
seem to include property for the cultivation of crops and gardens. In this charter, the second item
gives the inhabitants one ayral for a house sized five brassas wide by ten brassas deep (about
thirty-two by sixty-four feet) for one dinier or penny per year, but then goes on to describe land
allocations, which were one cartarada de terra obz de casal de d’ort, or “for what is necessary
for a house and garden”—this would have been about half acre, for one penny. In addition, there
was half cartonada for a field or for “what is necessary,” and half cartonada de terra for vines or
for “what is necessary” as well. These two parcels cost six pennies each and would have been
about one acre each. Thus, the total package cost an inhabitant of Villebrumier fourteen pennies
per year. The lord was generous with his land: inhabitants wanting more land for fields or vines
only need ask, as the lord lor ne due donnar com obs lor [naura] ab bonase. Whether or not one
would consider the following a boon, it too was an unusual item: Lombaresse gave the inhabitants the roads and gates with the approval of the consuls (Item 7). The terms for dimensions are
dissimilar: stades versus brassas. Lombaresse is more specific than any other charter writers
represented here about commercial space. He offers cinq cestaradas de terre obz de beurados et
del plassa (five sétérées of land for fairs and for the market) at specific locations, but if it is found
that new houses must be built there, the markets can be moved elsewhere.112

The Towns of Sicard Alaman
Raymond VII named Sicard Alaman his lieutenant in 1242 after the man had been his constant
companion and counselor for three years. Alaman served the Count as a diplomatic shield in that
he came of age after the Albigensian Crusade and was neither associated with heresy in the way
the counts had been nor was he resistant to the annexation of the South by the monarchy. His
family, which had been close to the counts since the late twelfth century, enjoyed better relations
with the powerful bishops of Albi than the counts had. And finally, his father Doat had a history
of founding towns.113 By 1242, Alaman had already realized significant profit from the development of lands inherited from his father and had even established a mint at the castle site given to
him by Raymond VII, Castelnau-de-Bonafous (which would later become Castelnau-de-Lévis).114
Alaman’s towns are all South of the Tarn River (save one—see Figure 8), located in his family
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lands and also located to protect the weak frontiers of the count.115 Those discussed here include
Bouloc (1242), Montastruc (1242), Puybegon (1246), and Castlenau-de-Lévis (1256).116
Alaman’s charters—and that of his mother Fine for Puybegon—all include two of the elements
described above: dimensional allotments of land and references to a body of consuls. None of
them mention a market per se, although that of Castlenau-de-Lévis has typical lists of fees for
market goods. Alaman’s charters are interesting because they confirm the increasing presence of
consuls and prefigure the idea of a bastide as a new town, but at the same time, they contain elements that seem archaic for the time they are written.
It is in the charters for Bouloc (Boniloci or “Good Place”) and Montastruc (Montastrux) that
we find the word bastida used in such a way that it implies a new town foundation, although the
word is not used to describe the towns themselves, which are named as a locum (both towns were
later inventoried as bastides in the Saisimentum, however). Their charters were written in the
same year just six months apart and are almost identical. Written in Latin, they contain about the
same number of items: 22 for Bouloc and 17 for Montastruc. Both offer the same formulae to
attract inhabitants as part of the first item, and both refer to the customs of the opido et villa of
Castelsarrasin as their model. Alaman gives inhabitants land to build their houses: dedit & concessit eis in eodem loco ad faciendum & hedificandum ibi domos. One cartonada of land (about
one acre) costs twelve deniers or one solidus, although in Montastruc two cartonadas are offered.
House sizes are not mentioned, but it is clear that people are expected to build, and as usual, the
woods belonging to the founder are made available for construction materials. In addition, people
in both towns were entitled to one eminatam of land (about one-third acre) for planting and cultivating vines (ad plantandam et tenendam ibi vineam) for three pennies, and one punharatam
(again, about one-third acre) for a garden (ad ortum) for two pennies. It is in Item 9 that Alaman
suggests that he considered the new towns that he and Raymond VII were founding and issuing
charters for as bastides: . . . a bastida a domino comite aut ab eodem domino Sicardo noviter
facta vel constructa. . . .117 In an effort to prevent people from leaving these bastides that he refers
to, he refuses to accord them the tax relief that would be enjoyed by new inhabitants of Bouloc
or Montastruc who had come from elsewhere. The charter for Bouloc also contains a spatial
reference to pasturage: men and women are given three communal fields for pasturage (plassas
pro pascuis que sint comunia), one location is to be between the fountain of Gairalde, the town,
the road to Castelli-novi, and the road rivi Canelle; the second between the fountain of Candelh,
the town, and the public road (carrariam publicam); and the third near the road that comes from
Fronton. The lord (domino) and his bailiff (bajulo) are more prominent here in the first items than
in the charters associated with the counts, but consuls are mentioned in both charters in the context of issues of justice, in five items in each. Commercial activity and markets are not addressed,
rather justice is the focus. It is much the same for Puybegon (Pueg Beguo) chartered in Occitan
by Fine Alaman, Sicard’s mother, in 1246. Hers was the first charter for this castel, and it too
offers equal opportunity to inhabitants in the form of land allocations. Here people received one
airal, four brassas wide and six brassas long (about twenty-six by thirty-eight feet), for three
pennies. The airal, or ayral, was usually the lot for the house. In addition, people were offered
one cestairada of land (about two acres) for four pennies, one eminada for three pennies, one
sestairada de prat for four pennies, and one cartairada ad obs d’ort for two pennies. Sixteen
pennies total for about five acres of land and a house plot. Consuls are present as prohomes, but
as with Bouloc and Montastruc, there is no mention of a market or taxes on goods sold there.
Finally, there is Castelnau-de-Lévis, which began as the Puy de Bonafous (a puy is a high,
rocky outcropping or small butte) given to Alaman by Raymond VII in 1235. Twenty-one years
later, at the request of ten prohomes, a group that included cavalles et barrians, Alaman issued a
new charter for Castlenau de Bonafous in Occitan with forty-nine items (Figure 12). This charter
is of interest for a couple of reasons. One is that it emphasizes a new life for an existing settlement through the rhetoric of the charter, lo seinhor Sicart Alaman agues faig bastir castell en lo
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Figure 12. Transcription of fragment of 1256 charter for Castelnau-de-Bonafous (Lévis), from Cabié
and Mazens, Cartulaire et divers actes des Alaman, des de Lautrec et des de Lévis (photo by author).

pueig Bonafos(the Seigneur Sicard Alaman would have a castle built on the puy of Bonafous) and
another is the language that defines social segregation and that reminds us about the rights of
service that were once common for lords but that Alaman now moderates. The site is segregated
into the cap del castel (the “head” or top of the hill where the castle was located) and the barri
del castel (the suburbs on the hillslopes; Figure 13 is a view of the spiral stair of the castle tower
looming above one of the parcels in the barri). The town layout, which has changed very little
since the fourteenth century, is the classic form of the castlenaux of the eleventh and twelfth
centuries (Figure 14). The cavalles who lived in the cap enjoyed privileges that the barrians living below did not: their houses were not taxed but those in the suburbs were, and new inhabitants
were not allowed to build in the cap. Suburban dwellers were given an airal of four cannas wide
and six cannas long for their house (about seven by ten meters or twenty-two by thiry-two feet)
for three pennies a year. There are other words that suggest an “old” order and that are not found
in the other charters discussed here. In Items 41 and 42, Alaman refers to host e calvagada, which
he shall have when he is in lo castell and to alberga, which he will not enforce on anyone against
their will.118 Consuls (cossols) are mentioned in the salutation, and in Item 8 their composition is
described: four are to be chosen from the barris and two from the castel. Their responsibilities,
primarily related to justice, are listed in sixteen of the items. This long charter includes fees for
selling various goods at market, but no mention is made of a market day or a marketplace.

Conclusion
These towns in the territory of the counts of Toulouse deserve recognition as the predecessors
of the bastides. The offspring of the sauvetés and the creations of lords learning how to use a
monetary economy, these towns were marked by charters that often advertised opportunity
based on commerce and equality for new inhabitants. The trend began before the Albigensian
Crusade, with Count Alphonse-Jourdain and his son Raymond V trying to take advantage of
the growing economy and establish some control in an area becoming increasingly independent of their influence. During and after the Crusade, many families and friends living in this
region were displaced by persecution and inquisitorial practices. Raymond VII followed the
example of his ancestors in using town charters to consolidate this population and put land
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Figure 13. View of spiral stair of castle at Castelnau-de-Lévis seen from the town below (photo by
author).

back into production, and his lieutenant Sicard Alaman similarly developed the land he had
inherited. Subtle differences in Alaman’s charters suggest that he was more interested than the
count in maintaining his control over town affairs and perhaps less concerned about revenues
from market activity. Alaman’s identity as domino is stressed in the first half of the charters for
Bouloc and Montastruc, and at Castelnau-de-Lévis, he persists in maintaining a rapidly disappearing social order by physically separating cavalles et barrians and by using language that
had disappeared from other charters of the mid-thirteenth century. Yet it is in his charters that
we find the association of new town foundation with the word bastida. The differences may lie
in the respective backgrounds of these men and what little we can parse about their personalities from chroniclers and documents. Raymond VII was an excellent warrior, always on the
move, and at times politically volatile just as his father had been. Chronicles suggest that he
was not inclined toward detailed documentation. He probably wanted to get his towns up and
running as quickly as possible, and as long as he could collect his taxes through his bailiffs, he
may have been perfectly content to let local administration take care of ongoing town affairs.
He was well aware of the power of consuls as they had figured in the history of Toulouse for
almost a century by the time he became count, although this is not to say he was content with
that power.119 Sicard Alaman, however, is depicted as a careful administrator whose ancestors
had gradually amassed a great deal of property through the favors of the counts. Alaman’s
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Figure 14. Cadastral plan of Castelnau-de-Lévis.

concern with control may reflect a desire to guard his carefully gained resources. His use of the
term bastida may derive from the fact that his ancestors had called some of their properties
bastides, referring to them as fortified places, but it may also reflect his willingness to embrace
new cultures and ideas. He had, after all, proved his value as a diplomat during the years of
transition from the rule of the counts to that of Alphonse de Poitiers. At Castelnau-de-Lévis,
the social zoning and his use of antiquated terms related to service may have derived from the
fact that he was in fact charged with maintaining the castle as a defensive site.
Regardless of their motives, these two men were key instruments of change in this region, and
set the stage for the significant surge of urban development that followed the count’s death in
1249. There is utility in categorization. Defining towns as bastides with certain identifiable characteristics helps the tourist industry, and it helps professors who are trying to acquaint their students with a medieval phenomenon. This article was written to argue against the generalization
of the term “bastide” in scholarly discourse, to promote more awareness of both the origin of the
term and the phenomenon as it existed in the thirteenth century, and to emphasize the gradual
development of the urban landscape in Languedoc under the counts of Toulouse.
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Notes
   1. These four characteristics have been linked to the symbolic nature of bastides because they are overly
simplified. Florence Pujol, “L’Elaboration de l’Image Symbolique de la Bastide,” Annales du Midi
102 (1991): 363.
  2. Selected references from the seventeenth century include the following. Among them Catel and
Furetière are particularly concerned with the evolution and definition of the word. Guillaume de
Catel, Memoires de l’histoire du Languedoc (Toulouse: Bosc, 1633), 135; Pierre De Marca, Histoire
de Béarn, contenant l’origine des rois de Navarre, des ducs de Gascogne, marquis de Gothie, princes
de Béarn, comtes de Carcassonne, de Foix & de Bigorre avec diverses observations géographiques
& historiques concernant principalement le dits païs (Paris: La veuve I. Camusat, 1640); Antoine
Furetière, Dictionnaire universel (Genève: Slatkine Reprints, 1690), 911; Germain de La Faille,
Annales de la Ville de Toulouse depuis la réunion de la Comté de Toulouse à la couronne (Toulouse:
Chez Guillaume Louis Colomyez, 1687).
   3. Bréquigny saw bastides as refuges from “feudal tyranny.” Curie-Seimbres (nineteenth century) also
emphasized this idea as did the twentieth-century writer James Vance. Selected references: Louis
George Oudard Feudrix de Bréquigny, Recherches sur les bourgeoisies (M. de Bréquigny, 1777);
Alcide Curie-Seimbres, Essai sur les villes fondées dans le sud-ouest de la France, aux XIIIe et
XIVe siècles sous le nom générique de bastides (Toulouse: E. Privat, 1880), 40; James E. Vance, The
Continuing City: Urban Morphology in Western Civilization (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1990), chap. 5.
   4. Claude De Vic and J. Vaissète, eds., Histoire générale de Languedoc avec des notes et les pièces
justificatives par dom Cl. Devic & dom J. Vaissete (Toulouse: E. Privat, 1872). See especially Vol. 6,
828, and 942.
  5. Cette persistance d’un Souverain à rechercher dans le passé l’explication du présent et la
préparation de l’avenir est la plus haute expression et la manifestation la plus éclatante des tendances modernes. Baron Haussman, Histoire Générale de Paris (Paris: Imprimerie Impériale,
1866), 8-9.
   6. For example, Curie-Seimbres wrote that all bastides were built to the same, “perfectly regular” plan,
proving that they were new, ideal foundations (thus contradicting earlier evidence that he himself
provides). De Verneilh praised the grid for disciplining “disordered crowds of houses,” and as an
expression of progress and of perfection, Viollet-le-Duc echoed the sentiments of De Verneilh in
addition to addressing other specific characteristics such as the problem of the corner of the marketplace. Curie-Seimbres, Essai sur les villes fondées dans le sud-ouest de la France (Toulouse: E.
Privat, 1880), 172-73; Félix de Verneilh, “Architecture civile du Moyen Age: Villes neuves du XIIIe
siècle,” in Annales archaéologiques, ed. Dideron (Paris: 1844-1881), 271, 273; Eugène-Emmanuel
Viollet-le-Duc, Dictionnaire raisonné de l’architecture française du XIe au XVIe siècle, 10 vols.
(Paris: A. Morel, 1875), vol. 2, 166, 223.
  7. Pierre Lavedan, Histoire de l’urbanisme, Antiquité—Moyen Age (Paris: H. Laurens, 1926), 281-369;
Camillo Sitte, City Planning According to Artistic Principles (New York: Random House, 1965,
originally published in 1889).
   8. Higounet’s works are legion, but here are a few of those that apply to the specific region I write about.
Charles Higounet, “Les Alaman, seigneurs bastidors et péagers du XIIIe siècle,” Annales du Midi 68,
no. 1956 (1956); “L’occupation du sol du pays entre Tarn et Garonne au Moyen Age,” in Paysages
et villages neufs du Moyen Age : recueil d’articles (Bordeaux: Fédération historique du Sud-Ouest,
1975); “Nouvelle approche sur les bastides du sud-ouest Aquitain,” in Paysages et villages neufs
du Moyen Age (Bordeaux: Fédération historique du Sud-Ouest, 1975); “Les sauvetés de Moissac”;
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Hudson, 1991), 9.
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A map of these départements (Lot, Averyon, Tarn, Haute-Garonne, Ariège, Haute-Pyrénées,
Gers, and Tarn-et-Garonne) may be found by using the search terms “circuit des bastides” on the
Internet.
Lauret et al., Bastides, Villes Nouvelles du Moyen Age, 55. This percentage varies widely depending
on the author and the definition of a gridded town, but it does not seem to exceed 50 percent. Claude
Calmettes, ed. Le Livre Blanc des Bastides (Villefranche-de-Rouergue: Centre d’Etude des Bastides,
2007), 17.
Nineteenth-century works which associated the grid with the concept of republics or with democracy include De Verneilh, “Architecture civile du Moyen Age”; Jean Justin Monlezun, Histoire de
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23. Odon de Lingua de Saint-Blanquat, La Fondation des Bastides Royales dans la Sénéchaussee de
Toulouse aux XIIIe et XIVe siècles (Toulouse: Centre Régional de Documentation Pédagogique,
1941), 18. Saint-Blanquat relates the story of a complaint entered by Raimond-Galabert about his
father, who had given Raimond the town of Salles as a wedding gift. His father, however, having
been accused of heresy and having received a threat from a neighbor that he would be buried alive in
a wall if he did not convert, gave one-half of the town to the count (Alphonse de Poitiers). Inquisitors
never confirmed the father’s guilt, so Raimond claimed that the town was his, but he lost his claim to
the count.
24. Yet much of the literature places emphasis on the ex novo aspect of bastides. Examples of this stress
are found in Randolph: “The word bastide denotes a new town, that is, a town created ex nihilo,
and founded between 1222 (Cordes, Tarn) and 1373 (La Bastide d’Anjou, Aude).” Randolph, “The
Bastides of Southwest France,” 291. (It is now generally agreed that Cordes is not a bastide because
the word never appears in any relevant texts.) The first sentence of Divorne et al. also reinforces
newness: Etudier aujourd’hui les bastides, ces villes neuves crées à la veille de la guerre de Cent Ans
. . . (To study bastides today—these new towns created on the eve of the Hundred Years’ War . . .).
Divorne et al., Les Bastides, 5. Pujol takes up the issue of newness on pages 359-60 and 364 of his
article.
25. Nohic, Orgeuil, and Saint-Michel are some examples. Lauret et al., Bastides, Villes Nouvelles du
Moyen Age, 15. Nohic and Orgueil belonged to the Knights Hospitallers, and their jurisdictions were
contested by Alphonse de Poitiers until 1270 when an agreement was reached. They are listed as
bastides in the Saisimentum. Yves Dossat, ed. Saisimentum comitatus Tholosani (Paris: Bibliothèque
nationale, 1966), 186, no. 5. Also see pages 59-62 of the Saisimentum for a description of the bastides
of Alphonse.
26. Some examples: the abbey of Belleperche asked for a partnership to found Cordes-Tolosannes, the
abbey of Calers did the same for the town of Gaillac-Roulza, and that of Combelongue for the
town of Castillon. Pierre Fournier and Pascal Guébin, eds., Enquêtes administratives d’Alphonse de
Poitiers: Arrêts de son parlement tenu à Toulouse et textes annexes 1249-1271 (Paris: Imprimerie
Nationale, 1959), For Cordes-Tolosannes, Vol 1: 954. For Gaillac-Roulza, Vol 1: 871. For Castillon,
Vol 2: 1348.
27. Herbert Muschamp, “Can New Urbanism Find Room for the Old?,” New York Times, June 2 1996;
Neil Smith, “Which New Urbanism? The Revanchist ’90s,” Perspecta 30, Settlement Patterns
(1999). New Urbanism was a movement begun by the American architects Andres Duany and
Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, with the nostalgic goal of re-creating small-town life through design
codes. It was launched with the design of the beach town of Seaside, Florida, which enjoyed
immense success.
28. As are documents such as lawsuits and complaints. The work of Curie-Seimbres is particularly rich
in this kind of documentation. Curie-Seimbres, Essai Essai sur les villes fondées dans le sud-ouest
de la France.
29. Since this word is the same word in English as well as French, it has been associated with English
new towns at times, which is an incorrect association if the criteria for bastide include its use in
medieval documents. Maurice Beresford made this clear: “In England the word was not employed
and there was no equivalent which had such universal use.” New Towns of the Middle Ages, 8.
30. Oxford English Dictionary (OED), 2nd ed. (1989): 992.
31. OED, 992-93.
32. The source for this definition of basterna and the quote is Lewis and Short, A Latin Dictionary
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1879). In his Encyclopedia, Diderot reproduced a story related by Gregory
of Tours about the queen Denterie, the wife of Theodebert, whose jealousy inspired her to put the first
lover of Theodebert into a basterne harnessed to two wild bulls, who promptly dumped the offending
lover into the river. Dénis Diderot, Encyclopédie ou Dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et
des métiers (Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt: Frommann, 1966-1967, originally published in 1751-1780),
vol. 2, 129.
33. A. Furetière, Dictionnaire universel françois et latin, contenant la signification et définition tant des
mots de l’une & de l’autre langue que des termes propres de chaque état & de chaque profession
(Nancy: Imprimerie de P. Antoine, 1740), vol. 1: 911.
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34. Furetière, Dictionnaire universel françois et latin, vol. 1, 911. Les forts s’appelloient bastides, ou
bastilles. Elles sont aussi appellées Populationes, du mot Latin, Populatio, ou Populatus, qui veut
dire tout le contraire de ce qu’on prétendoit lui faire signifier.
35. See Lewis and Short, A Latin Dictionary.
36. This was suggested by Cathy Connors, Professor of Classics at the University of Washington.
37. J. F. Niermeyer, Mediae Latinitatis Lexicon Minus, Abbreviationes et Index Fontium (Leiden: E.
J. Brill, 1993). Gabardel in Provence is an example of a stare seu bastidam. Between 1235 and
1237, four out of the sixty-three place names associated with statutory decrees for the bailies of
Fréjus, Sisteron, and Senez (in Provence) were bastides, without specifying just what sort of bastide
they were. One example has been clarified by archaeological excavation: the bastide of Penne, near
Pélissanne, which was described in 1246 as part of homage made by a chevalier of the Aurons to
the Abbey of Montmajour (bastida de Penna cum toto suo territorio) has been determined to be a
large rectangular donjon seven by five meters perched on the edge of a limestone cliff. Noël Coulet,
“La Naissance de la Bastide Provençale” (paper presented at the Du Village et de La Maison Rurale,
Bazas, 1978), 148.
38. Even after 1700, when regional monographs brought to light the existence of the word bastide, historians were still reluctant to use it because it had so many different meanings. Pujol, “L’Elaboration
de l’Image Symbolique de la Bastide,” 354.
39. Les Territoires du Médiéviste, sous la direction de Benoît Cursente et Mireille Mousnier, Rennes:
Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2005.
40. Coulet, “La Naissance de la Bastide Provençale,” 146.
41. For example, in 1237, Guillaume of Sabran rendered homage to Count Raymond VII of Toulouse for
just such a structure; his bastide of Monte Alvernico, situated near Lagnes in the French Alps. This
bastide became the celebrated Tower of Sabran in the fourteenth century and even appeared on the
Cassini map of 1760 as such. Ibid., 153.
42. Ibid., 148. This growth pattern is similar to that of the bourgs castraux (castle villages) described in
the work of Benoit Cursente.
43. Edouard Baratier, Enquètes sur les droits et revenus de Charles Ier d’Anjou en Provence (1252 et
1278) (Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale, 1969). Three examples include Entry 297 (p. 296), Entry 514
(p. 349), and Entry 557 (p. 357).
44. Coulet, “La Naissance de la Bastide Provençale,” 145. The bastides of Provence were also recognized by Thomas Carlyle in his book The French Revolution: A History (New York: The Modern
Library, 1859, 443). They are poetically described in his passage about the Marseillese who left their
city to march against “the Tyrant:” “They have left their sunny Phocean City and Sea-haven, with its
bustle and its bloom: the thronging Course, with high-frondent Avenues, pitchy dockyards, almond
and olive groves, orange trees on house-tops, and white glittering bastides that crown the hills, are all
behind them” (emphasis in original).
45. Charles Du Cange, Glossarium mediae et infimae latinitatis (Bologna: Forni Editore, 1981-1982),
599. This entry is found under the term Bastida.
46. De Vic and Vaissète, Histoire générale de Languedoc, vol. 8, col. 610.
47. For a useful discussion of this terminology, see W. A. Sibly and M. D. Sibly, trans., The Chronicle
of William of Puylaurens: The Albigensian Crusade and its Aftermath (Woodbridge, Suffolk: The
Boydell Press, 2003), Appendix A: “On the Translation of Certain Terms,” 282-88.
48. Sibly and Sibly, The Chronicle of William of Puylaurens, 68. Also in Guillaume Catel, Histoire des
comtes de Toulouse. Avec quelques traitez & chroniques anciennes concernans la mesme histoire
(Toulouse: P. Bosc, 1623), 81.
49. Saint-Blanquat, La Fondation des Bastides Royales dans la Sénéchaussee de Toulouse aux XIIIe et
XIVe siècles (Toulouse: Centre Régional de Documentation Pédagogique, 1941, 11).
50. One reason Cordes may have been called the first bastide is found in one of the inventories of
the property of Alphonse of Poitiers from 1272, in which a second town named Cordes was called
a bastide. But this Cordes is Cordes-Tolosannes located about fifteen kilometers directly West of
Montauban. The summary of this document, in French, is found in De Vic and Vaissète, Histoire
générale de Languedoc, vol. 6, 930. Ce prince & la comtesse, sa femme, firent des acquisitions considérables & augmentèrent considérablement leur domaine immédiat dans le Toulousain, l’Agenois,
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le Querci, le Rouergue, l’Albigeois & le Venaissin: ils y firent construire plusieurs nouvelles villes
qu’on appella Bastides, savoir: (and here the list). The document from 1272 is found transcribed
in De Vic and Vaissète, Histoire générale de Languedoc, vol. 8, col. 1732-1735. In column 1733
the “List of Acquisitions” includes Item fecit bastidam de Cordua, cujus locum dedit sibi abbas
Bellepertice. . . . However, this “Cordua” is called Granchia nova in the letter from the Abbey to the
Count—see Correspondance Administrative d’Alphonse de Poitiers, publiée par Auguste Molinier
(Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1894), 614. The term is probably derivative of granica (grange), a
term that was often used by monasteries for their farm holdings (Longnon, No. 2701). By 1270, it
was using the name Cordes-Tolosannes, however, as this name was used when Alphonse granted the
town new customs in that year (see Fournier and Guébin, Enquêtes Administratives d’Alphonse de
Poitiers, 345).
During my visit to this office, I was shown the map of bastides from which Cordes had recently been
removed. Cordes is still, however, cited as the “first bastide,” most frequently in the tourist literature.
Raymond VII signed the Treaty of Paris with the fourteen-year-old King Louis IX and his mother
Queen Blanche of Castille in 1229, in which he made many concessions to the monarchy that ultimately resulted in the annexation of Languedoc to the crown. In brief, the terms of the treaty stipulated that only the city of Toulouse and its bishopric would be granted to Raymond VII for his
lifetime and that he was forbidden to leave it to any heir of his own or to his daughter, unless they
were children of his daughter and the king’s brother Alphonse, to whom she was betrothed under the
treaty terms; Raymond VII was to spend five years on Crusade in the Middle East; he was to pay
twenty-seven thousand silver marks for war reparations; and he was to give up his lands in the East.
There were many other stipulations related to religious intolerance. See M.D. and W.A.Sibly, The
Chronicle of William of Puylaurens: The Albigensian Crusade and Its Aftermath (Woodbridge: The
Boydell Press, 1998), Appendix C, 138-44; Walter L. Wakefield, Heresy, Crusade, and Inquisition
in Southern France 1100-1250 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974), 127-29; De Vic and
Vaissète, Histoire générale de Languedoc, vol. 8, cols. 883-93.
Maurice Berthe, “Quelle à été la premiére des bastides;” Les Cahiers du C.E.B., No: 7 (2004); Elie
Rossignol, Monographies Communales du Canton de Lisle (Lisle-sur-Tarn: L’Association Lisle Je
t’Aime, 1863, repr., 1990).
In February 1245, Bonet of Riuex, a church deacon, was given the right to create a bastide at
Montesquieu “or elsewhere” on the lands owned by the Abbey of Lezat (about thirty kilometers
South of Toulouse), in return for the profits he would derive from this town among other conditions.
Cartulaire de l’Abbaye de Lézat, published by Paul Ourliac and Anne-Marie Magnou (Paris: CTHS,
1984), 130. .
For example, in 1256, Nicolas, the Bishop of Couserans, received the right to establish bastides seu
populationes from Alphonse of Poitiers. Dossat, Saisimentum comitatus Tholosani, 116. Also, see
Curie-Seimbres, Essai sur les villes fondées dans le sud-ouest de la France, 54-57 for a discussion of
the use of these formulas.
Alphonse became the Count of Toulouse by marrying Raymond VII’s daughter Jeanne. She was
betrothed to the King’s brother as part of the 1229 Treaty of Paris.
Fournier and Guébin, Enquêtes, Introduction, lxxiii-lxxxiii. One example among others is that of
the seneschal of Agenais and Quercy from 1263-1266, Philippe de Villebavreuse, who founded the
bastide of Villeneuve-sur-Lot in partnership with the Abbot of Eysses, the bastide of Dunes in partnership with Raimond Bernard de Durfort, and the bastide of Villeréal as the sole founder (p. lxxv).
Of the eighteen towns listed by the Saisimentum as bastides in an area of about fifty square kilometers, only four had regular plans, and some were simply small collections of habitations, without
markets or churches, and often dependent on another town for their subsistence. Florent Hautefeuille,
“Structures de l’habitat rural et territoires paroissiaux en bas-Quercy et haut-Toulousain du VIIème
au XIVème siècle,” Thèse de doctorat, sous la direction de Pierre Bonnassie et Maurice Berthe,
Université de Toulouse II-le Mirail, 1998, 355.
Dossat, Saisimentum comitatus Tholosani.
Charles Higounet, “Pour l’histoire de l’occupation du sol,” in Paysages et villages neufs (Bordeaux:
Fédération historique du Sud-Ouest, 1975), 387.
Lauret et al., Bastides, Villes Nouvelles du Moyen Age, 131.
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62. For a representative depiction of consular seals, see Ernest Roschach and A. Molinier, Histoire
graphique de l’ancienne province de Languedoc (Toulouse: E. Privat, 1904).
63. Beresford, New Towns of the Middle Ages, 358.
64. For primary sources, there is an excellent summary in Appendix III of Beresford. See also Benoît
Cursente, Les Castlenaux de la Gascogne médiévale: Gascogne gersoise (Bordeaux: Fédération historique du Sud-Ouest, 1980), 9.
65. Fredric L. Cheyette, Ermengard of Narbonne and the World of the Troubadours (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 2001), 220-32; Susan Reynolds, Fiefs and Vassals: The Medieval Evidence
Reinterpreted (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1994), 260; Philippe Ruiz, “Un ‘grand domaine’ en
Pays Toulousain au milieu du Xe siècle, d’après le testament d’Isarn d’Escatalens,” Annales du Midi
109 (1997).
66. De Vic and Vaissète, Histoire générale de Languedoc, vol. 7, 218, 228. Raymond V spent most
of his time in the East at the counts’ castle of Beaucaire on the Rhone River. “Until the 1180s
. . . his assistance to Toulouse was remarkable only in its insufficiency and tardiness.” John Hine
Mundy, Liberty and Political Power in Toulouse, 1050-1230 (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1954), 52.
67. Edgard Boutaric, Saint-Louis et Alfonse de Poitiers, étude sur la réunion des provinces du Midi et de
l’Ouest à la Couronne et sur les origines de la centralisation administrative, d’après des documents
inédits (Manoir de Saint Pierre de Salerne, 1970, originally published in 1870), 512. And in fact, violence broke out at Toulouse between the consuls and the representatives of the count over Alphonse’s
attempts to change customs. Fournier and Guébin, Enquêtes, xxv and no. 2.
68. Cursente, Des maisons et des hommes, 188-91.
69. A good example of this process is the bastide of Mirande (located about eighty kilometers West of
Toulouse), which had its genesis in a land donation of 1135 to Abbot Vaucher of Sainte-Marie-deMorimund to found a monastery at the casal of Berdoues by Bernard II the Count of Astarac and
his son Sanche. About 100 years later, The Count of Astarac decided to found a town of his own to
compete for revenue. He and the abbot met in front of the king’s representative in Toulouse in 1282
to negotiate the terms of this new bastide, which was called Lézian for a short time before its name
was changed to Mirande (“Admirable”) to advertise its success (or anticipated success) to prospective inhabitants. M. Cénac-Moncaut, Les anciens comtés d’Astarac et de Pardiac, 1993 ed. (Paris:
Res Universis, 1856), 23-31.
70. Lauret et al., Bastides, Villes Nouvelles du Moyen Age, 29.
71. One example of this practice occurs at Vieux, a sauveté that was founded around 1040 by a Bishop
Amiel and an Abbot Adelard. The count Pons of Toulouse, who donated the land and church to the
monastery, wrote that he himself would plant the crosses. Jean-Louis Biget, “La sauveté de Vieuxen-Albigeois: Reconsidérations,” Annales du Midi 102 (1990): 21; De Vic and Vaissète, Histoire
générale de Languedoc, vol. 5, cols. 304-06.
72. Higounet, “Cisterciens et bastides.” Another example is Fronton, never a bastide but a good example
of lot allocations associated with a new settlement. About 1120, a large tract of land—1,500 hectares
or 3,705 acres—was given to the Templar commandery there with the condition that a new population center be established. The donation specified that three hundred casals were to be established
for a sauveté, each of them measuring four sétérées (IV sectairatis), or about five hectares, and all
of it to be marked at the limits by crosses. Wood could be taken from a nearby forest, fishing rights
were allowed, and it was expected that the new inhabitants would grow vines or wheat, as taxes on
those two crops were specified. The spelling as well as the size of casales (or casals, and so on) is
quite variable. In some settlements, they were meant to be small building lots just large enough for
a house and a garden. Here they obviously were expected to contain a small farming plot. The word
sétérée was used as a term of land measurement related to the unit of grain measure, the setier, being
the amount of land that could be sown with one setier of grain, about two acres. Adrien Escudier,
Histoire de Fronton et du Frontonnais (Toulouse: Imprimerie Doulacoure-Privat, 1905), 17-31.
73. Devals, Histoire de Montauban (Montauban: Imprimerie de Forestié Neveu et Compagnie,
1855), 407.
74. Jean-François Fau and Jean-Claude Fau, “Montauban,” in Atlas Historique des Villes de France,
ed. Charles Higounet, J. B. Marquette, and Philippe Wolff (Paris: Editions du CNRS, 1982); Pujol,
“L’Elaboration de l’Image Symbolique de la Bastide,” 348.
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Devals, Histoire de Montauban, 11, 253.
Ibid., 408.
Ibid., 407.
These towns include, Montech (1134), Villemade (1144), Lavilledieu (1150), L’Isle Jourdain (1150),
Grisolles (1155), Castelsarrasin (before 1176), Cayrac (1176), Villemur (1175-1178), and Lauzerte
(1170-1180). Hautefeuille, “La fondation de villes neuves.”
In the Saisimentum, Castelsarrasin, Lauzerte, Montech and Villemur are castri; and Grisolles,
Lavilledieu, and Villemade are villas. The others are not mentioned.
The commercial success of Cordes was due in part to the choice of site adjoining a river and at the
intersection of an existing and busy crossroads. It was also due to the fact that wealthy bourgeois
families moved here, probably to avoid confiscation of their property in Toulouse and elsewhere
during the tense decades following the Crusade. John Hine Mundy, The Repression of Catharism at
Toulouse: The Royal Diploma of 1279 (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1985), 1-2.
The author is working on a book about Cordes which addresses its unique role in the history of the
region.
We do know that the Count was working to consolidate land during that time. His Cartulary lists
eighteen Venditione incidents, or sales—ten of them in the 1230s—and twenty-three Donatione incidents, or donations of property—nine of them in the 1230s. These statistics are from my inventory
of the Cartulary of Raymond VII. “Cartulaire Dit De Raymond VII, Comte De Toulouse (JJ19),” in
Trésor des Chartes, Série J (Paris: Archives nationales de France).
De Vic and Vaissète, Histoire générale de Languedoc, vol. 8, col. 889.
The charters come from a variety of sources, as noted. I thank Professor Mireille Mousnier of the
Université de Toulouse II Le-Mirail for assistance in locating them. Undoubtedly there are others in
local archives that deserve attention, the search for which will ensure future projects for this author
as well as others.
Saint-Blanquat, La Fondation des Bastides Royales dans la Sénéchaussee de Toulouse, 16; De Vic
and Vaissète, Histoire générale de Languedoc, vol. 7, 567, no. 59. Many of these towns could have
been no more than groups of a few residences, in the manner of the “bastides” noted in Hautefeuille.
“Foundation Charter for Cordes” (Archives of Cordes, 1222); Charles Portal, Histoire de la ville de
Cordes en Albigeois (1222-1799), 3rd. (1984) ed. (Toulouse: Société des Amis du Vieux Cordes,
Privat, 1902), 216-22. The charter for Buzet may be found in the Ordonnances and also in SaintBlanquat. M. le Comte de Pastoret, Ordonnances des rois de France de la troisième race, vol.
15 (1811), 420-24; Saint-Blanquat, La Fondation des Bastides Royales dans la Sénéchaussee de
Toulouse, 131-37. The charter for Lauzerte is from L’abbé Taillefer, Histoire de Lauzerte (Paris: Res
Universis, 1902, repr., 1990), 12-67.
Both the charter for Verlhac-Tescou and Villebrumier are from De Vacquié. E. De Vacquié, “Mémoire
sur deux chartes inédites concédées aux habitants de Verlhac-Tescou (Tarn-et-Garonne),” in Mémoires
de l’Académie des Sciences, Inscriptions, et Belles Lettres de Toulouse, 3e série (Toulouse: 1842);
“Mémoire sur les coutumes de Villebrumier,” in Mémoires de l’Acadamie des Sciences, Inscriptions
et Belles Lettres de Toulouse, 3e série (Toulouse: 1845).
The charter for Bouloc is found in the Layettes: M. Alexandre Teulet, Layettes du Trésor des Chartes
(Paris: Henri Plon, 1863), vol. II, 474-75; and that of Montastruc in De Vic and Vaissète, Histoire
générale de Languedoc, vol 8, cols 1081-84. The charter for Puybegon is from Edmond Cabie and
Louis Mazens, Cartulaire et divers actes des Alaman, des de Lautrec et des de Lévis (Toulouse,
1882), 67-72. The charter for Castlenau-de-Lévis is from Clément Compayré, Etudes historiques sur
l’Albigeois (Albi, 1841), 313-20.
Other evidence for the foundation of new towns by Raymond VII is found in records of inquiries and
complaints made to Alphonse de Poitiers, when people whose lands had been hastily bought or seized
by Raymond VII as he sought to assemble tracts for town development began to demand their property back. Saint-Blanquat, La Fondation des Bastides Royales dans la Sénéchaussee de Toulouse, 29.
Lauret et al., Bastides, Villes Nouvelles du Moyen Age, 281-305. See also Dubourg, Histoire des
Bastides.
In the Saisimentum, the bastida of Gémil is listed as belonging to the Bailey of Buzet, and Dossat’s
note says that Gémil was founded by Raymond VII, but his evidence is an act concerning the debts
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of Jean Domergue who was given the town by the count in 1258. Dossat, Saisimentum comitatus
Tholosani, 189, no. 5.
Beresford, New Towns of the Middle Ages, 369.
In the château at Gaillac on the Tarn River, for example, there were no less than fifty “owners” at
one time in the twelfth century. Elie A. Rossignol, Etude sur l’histoire des institutions seigneuriales
et communales de l’arrondissement de Gaillac, 1987 ed. (Toulouse: Imprimerie de Rives et Faget,
1866), 23.
Abel Poitrineau, Les Anciennes Mesures Locales du Sud-Ouest d’après Les Tables de Conversion
(Clermont-Ferrand: Institut d’Etudes du Massif Central Université Blaise-Pascal, 1996), 195. There
were also synonyms for these terms of measure. The term sétérée was interchangeable with l’arpent
and le sac. All were related to the amount of land a man could plow in one day.
The bracchia/brachiarum/brasse (there are many spellings) was as variable as the sétérée but roughly
between 1.5 and 2 meters in length, and this measure was used for the canna/canne as well. The
pugneratam, quartenatam and eminatam were equal in size, measuring about one-third of an acre,
but the pugneratam was used for a garden and the quartenatam and eminatam were used for vines.
The sexteriatam (one-sixth of an arpent) was about one-fourth of an acre. Curie-Seimbres, Essai sur
les villes fondées dans le sud-ouest de la France, 166-72; Lauret et al., Bastides, Villes Nouvelles
du Moyen Age, 308; Saint-Blanquat, La Fondation des Bastides Royales dans la Sénéchaussee de
Toulouse, 37, 54.
Item 1 of the Charter reads, In primus concedimus et donamus omnibus illis qui dictum castrum habitare voluerint quod liceat eis edificare domum et domos et mansiones pro voluntate sua in quibus nullum censum annualem retinemus nisi tantum quod si pignori obligarentur retinemus in libra VI den. et
si forte venderentur in libra retinemus XII d. et si forte permutarentur retinemus in libra XII d., facta
estimatione precii domus ad noticiam duorum proborum virorum ipsius castri.
My translation: First, we grant and concede to all those who may wish to inhabit the said castrum that
it shall be permissible to them to build a house or houses of their own will in which we will retain no
annual tax unless they mortgage their property, in which case we will retain six pence of the pound,
and if it should happen to be sold, twelve pence on the pound, [and] the estimate of the price will
be made by two “goodmen” of the same castrum. Portal, Histoire de la ville de Cordes en Albigeois
(1222-1799), 216-22.
The word “consul” is not found in a Cordes document until March of 1243, but reference was made
to their existence at least fifteen years previously: “…in these things the testimony by the aforesaid
petition, which all [the consuls listed] above swore to fifteen years before” (In cujus rei testimonium
ad petitionem predictorum, qui omnes a quindecim annis et supra juraverunt). Portal, Histoire de la
ville de Cordes en Albigeois (1222-1799), 247.
In qualibet statione facta in foro retinemus nobis II d. ramondenses annuatim. (Each and any stall
made in the market shall owe us two pennies each year.)
It is tempting to associate the use of Latin with a desire to express status, but the examples suggest
too much variability to make a conclusion of this nature. Although both the charters for Cordes and
Buzet, foundations of Raymond VII, are in Latin, that of Lauzerte issued by Raymond V and confirmed by Raymond VII is in Occitan. One also finds charters with mixed language; this is the case
with that of Villebrumier. The original charter for Verlhac-Tescou (1144 by Raymond V) was written
in Latin, but finally re-written in Occitan in 1473 supposedly because people could not read the Latin.
De Vacquié, “Mémoire sur deux chartes inédites concédées,” 320. Some of Alaman’s charters are in
Latin (Bouloc and Montastruc) and some are in Occitan (Castlenau-de-Lévis).
Dossat, Saisimentum comitatus Tholosani, 191.
Saint-Blanquat, La Fondation des Bastides Royales dans la Sénéchaussee de Toulouse, 35.
Items 14, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 32, and 34.
Taillefer, Histoire de Lauzerte, 3.
In the charter of Cordes, for example, suburbs are mentioned in Item 2 (in dicto castro vel in suburbiis castri) at a date when according to all evidence there was nothing built beyond a portion of the
first enceinte.
Dossat, Saisimentum comitatus Tholosani, 185, 87.
Saint-Blanquat lists Raymond VII as the founder of both. Saint-Blanquat, La Fondation des Bastides
Royales dans la, 141. Dubourg lists Alphonse de Poitiers as the founder of Verlhac-Tescou and does
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not mention Villebrumier, and Lauret et al. list the same for Verlhac-Tescou and Raymond VII as the
founder of Villebrumer. Dubourg, Histoire des Bastides, 214; Lauret et al., Bastides, Villes Nouvelles
du Moyen Age, 304.
De Vacquié seems to have only found those in Occitan; he makes no mention of existing Latin
documents. The last charter (1473) refers to the fact that the charters have been translated so that
people can understand them: De la tramundatio de lati en Romans dels statuts de Verlhac del poble.
Quar rasonabla e necessaria causa que quascun entenda la ley alla quala el subjugat. De Vacquié,
“Mémoire sur deux chartes inédites concédées,” 338.
Ibid., 333.
With respect to the item describing house sizes and its position in the charter, De Vacquié confesses
that he has re-arranged the charter pages to follow what he considered a logical sequence. The opening salutation of the charter is Item 21 of forty-one, and the description of house sizes follows in Item
22. This relationship—of house or lot sizes following closely on the opening salutation—echoes the
sequence found in the other charters studied here, so there is no reason to doubt his choice of arrangement in this regard.
The specifications for the construction of the bridge at both places are described the same way—
although that at Montauban is on the Tarn (Tarnum) and that at Verlhac is on the Tescou (Tesco).
For both, inhabitants were required to build a bridge, and the count would consult with six probis
hominibus or prodomes to determine how to maintain and repair the bridge in the future.
De Vacquié, “Mémoire sur deux chartes inédites concédées,” 324, 28.
Dossat, Saisimentum comitatus Tholosani, 186, no. 4.
In fact, De Vacquié can’t resist a criticism of what he views as the archaic nature of the charter,
specifically with respect to Item 16, which tells us that men “bought” by the lord continue to be his
property unless the franquesa of the town can free them. He suggests that in general, “. . . the more
powerful the lord, the more liberal the terms of the charters” (. . . que plus le seigneur était puissant,
plus les coutumes octroyées étaient justes et raisonnables . . .). De Vacquié, “Mémoire sur deux
chartes inédites concédées,” 204.
Ibid., 200, 13.
Higounet, “Les Alaman, seigneurs bastidors et péagers du XIIIe siècle,” 310.
Sylvie Caucanas, “La seigneurie de Castelnau-de-Lévis aux XIVe et XVe siècles,” Annales du Midi
90 (1978): 27. The profits from the mint were split three ways among Alaman, Raymond VII, and the
Bishop of Albi.
Castlenau-de-Lévis is a prime example of Raymond VII’s veiled diplomacy after his signing of the
Treaty of Paris. According to the Treaty, the land on which this castle stood no longer belonged to
him but to the bishop of Albi. In 1241, the count gave homage to the bishop by giving him the right to
use this castle to defend Albi (pro deffensione ecclesiae Albiensis), but at the same time, with Alaman
now controlling the site (since 1235), Raymond VII had placed an ally in a very strategic position.
Ibid., 26-27.
He also inherited a small town called Labastide de Lévis (named after the lord of that family who
controlled it), which had been founded by his father in 1193 as a bastide in the sense of a fortification. It later became known as Labastide de Montfort, as it was seized by Simon de Montfort during
the Albigensian Crusade. There are no records of Sicard having issued a charter for this place, and
it is not listed in the Saisimentum. It is, however, on the map today as Labastide-de-Lévis, and is
found in Lauret’s inventory. Lauret et al., Bastides, Villes Nouvelles du Moyen Age, 385. See also
Elie A. Rossignol, Canton de Gaillac, Monographies Communales ou Etude Statistique, Historique
et Monumentale du Département du Tarn (Albi: Faure, 1864, repr., 1987), 79.
Item 9 reads, Dedit etiam ac concessit eisdem hominibus et mulieribus in honore ut quicumque ad
predictum locum causa habitandi et morandi venerit, undecumque sit, eat, redeat, et permaneat
libere in terminis ejusdem loci cum supradictis censibus et usibus quos ei facere et reddere vel ejus
bajulo teneatur, ut suprascriptum est, nisi tamen exierit vel recederit a bastida a domino comite aut
ab eodem domino Sicardo noviter facta vel constructa. Teulet, Layettes du Trésor des Chartes, vol.
II, 474. Author’s translation: “Furthermore he (Sicard Alaman) gives and concedes in honor to those
same men and women that whoever would come to the aforesaid place to live and die, from whatever
place, shall be, remain, and continue (to live) freely within the boundaries of the same place with
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above-mentioned property and practices that shall be held for them by the bailiff, or that shall be
made or given by the bailiff, that is written above, unless however he (or she) leaves or goes back to
a bastide that has been newly made or built by the lord count or also by Sicard.”
118. This is a little confusing as written, but it may be that he expected to be housed when he had need of
military service but not at other times. Other charters mention that inhabitants were “free of service”
to the lord, but beyond that phrase, no specific terms such as these are used.
119. Shortly after he signed the Treaty of Paris, Raymond VII removed many of the powers the consulate
of Toulouse had previously enjoyed, launching a power struggle that would continue through his
lifetime. Mundy, The Repression of Catharism at Toulouse, 28.
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